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Cooking up D1 ‖ D5

Recipe for making BPS black holes is considerably simpler than recipe for
making nonextremal ones. Today, make BPS, qualitative comments only
regarding nonextremal. First part of recipe is how to combine different
ingredients. In other words, rules for intersecting branes.

We know two clumps of parallel BPS p-branes can be in static equilibrium.
Also, BPS p-branes and q-branes for some choices of p, q can be in equilibrium
with each other under certain conditions. One way to find many rules is to start
with the fundamental string intersecting a Dp-brane at a point, F1 ⊥ Dp, and
use S- and T-duality.

F1 ⊥ D3 −→ D1 ⊥ D3 −→ D0 ‖ D4 −→ D1 ‖ D5

D3

F1 D1

D3

D0

D4

D1

D5
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Cooking up W ‖ D5 and W ‖ D1

and also

F1 ⊥ D3 −→ D1 ⊥ D3 −→ D0 ‖ D4 −→ MW ‖ M5 −→W ‖ D5

D3

F1 D1

D3

D0

D4

MW

M5

W

D5

and by T-duality, W ‖ D1.

W

D5

W

D1

Therefore, W ‖ D1 ‖ D5 can all be in neutral equilibrium in a mutually
consistent fashion.
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Problems with too few ingredients

BPS black holes in dimensions d = 4 . . . 9 may be constructed from BPS
building blocks. Typically, however, they have zero horizon area and therefore
non-macroscopic entropy. Example: consider D1-brane

ds2 = H
−1/2
1

(
−dt2 + dx2

)
+ H

+1/2
1

(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

7

)
where

H1 = 1 +
32π2gsNp`

6
s

r6

Now compactify the x direction on a circle of radius R at infinity. At the
horizon,

Vol(S1)

(2π)R
=
√
Gxx = (H1)−

1
2 ∼ r3 → 0

How about Bekenstein-Hawking entropy? Transform to Einstein frame:

gµν =
(
H

1/2
1

)−1/2

Gµν = H
−1/4
1 Gµν

so that
ds2 = H

−3/4
1

(
−dt2 + dx2

)
+ H

+1/4
1

(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

7

)
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Why we started with D = 5 BH

Hence (entropy same if evaluate in d = 10 or d = 9 !)

SBH =
1

4[8π6g2
s `

8
s ]

16π3

15

(
r2H

1/4
1

)7/2
∣∣∣∣
horizon

and since H1 ∼ r−6 near horizon,

SBH(BPS D1) = 0.

More generally, study SUGRA field equations to find what BHs can have
macroscopic entropy. Sizes of internal manifolds, plus dilaton, are scalar fields in
lower-d . Horizon area depends on these scalars, which are ratios of functions of
charges like Hp’s.

But in any given d , have only a few independent charges on a black hole –
fewer gauge fields than scalars. Too few independent charges to give all scalar
fields well-behaved vevs everywhere in spacetime.

E.g. for stringy black holes made by compactifying on tori, only
asymptotically flat BPS black holes with macroscopic finite-area occur with 3
charges in d = 5 and 4 charges in d = 4. The d = 4 case where all 4 charges
are equal is Reissner-Nordstrøm. Woohoo!
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The harmonic function rule

A systematic Ansatz is available for construction of SUGRA solutions
corresponding to pairwise intersections of BPS branes. Known as “harmonic
function rule”.

Ansatz: metric factorizes as product structure: simply “superpose” harmonic
functions. This ansatz works for both parallel and perpendicular intersections.

Important restriction: harmonic functions can depend only on overall
transverse coordinates. In this way, get only “smeared” intersecting brane
solutions.

Representation convention: − means brane is extended in that dimension, ·
means it is pointlike, and ∼ says although brane is not extended in that
direction a priori, its dependence on those coordinates has been smeared away.

E.g. for D5 with D1 smeared over its worldvolume:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D1 − − ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · · ·
D5 − − − − − − · · · ·
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Cooking the D1-D5 system

For D1-D5 system, let us define r2 ≡ x2
⊥ =

∑9
i=6(x i )2 to be overall transverse

coordinate. Then string frame metric is, using harmonic function rule,

dS2
10 = H1(r)−

1
2 H5(r)−

1
2

(
−dt2 + dx2

1

)
+ H1(r)+ 1

2 H5(r)−
1
2 dx2

2···5
+H1(r)+ 1

2 H5(r)+ 1
2

(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

3

)
and dilaton is

eΦ = H1(r)+ 1
2 H5(r)−

1
2

while R-R gauge fields are as before,

C01 = gs
−1H1(r)−1 C01...5 = gs

−1H5(r)−1

Independent D1 and D5 harmonic functions both go like r−2,

H5(r) = 1 +
gsN5`

2
s

r2
H1(r) = 1 +

gsN1`
6
s/V4

r2

Wrap x2 · · · x5 on T 4 to make d = 6 black string with two charges. Internal T 4

is finite-size at event horizon r = 0:√
G22 · · ·G55 =

(
H1

H5

) 1
4 4

→ N1(`4
s/V4)

N5
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Adding the gravitational wave

Next step is to roll up direction of black string, to make black hole in d = 5.
Behaviour of radius of x1 direction near horizon?√

G11 = (H1H5)−1/4 ∼ r

(N1N5)1/4
→ 0

Oops! Still need another quantum number to stabilize this S1 as well as our T4.
We can use knowledge from solution-generating to puff up this horizon to a

macroscopic size by using ∞ boost in longitudinal direction x1.
Ingredients for building this black hole are then previous branes with addition

of a gravitational wave W:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D1 − − ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · · ·
D5 − − − − − − · · · ·
W − → ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · · ·

→ denotes direction in which gravitational Wave moves (at speed of light).
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The D1-D5-W metric in 5D

BPS metric for this system is obtained from simpler metric for plain D1-D5
system by boosting and taking extremal limit. To get rid of five dimensions to
make a d = 5 black hole, compactify D5-brane on the T 4 of volume (2π)4V ,
and then D1 and remaining extended dimension of D5 on S1, volume 2πR.
d = 5 Einstein frame metric becomes

ds2
5 = − (H1(r)H5(r) (1 + K (r)))−2/3 dt2

+ (H1(r)H5(r) (1 + K (r)))1/3 [dr2 + r2dΩ2
3

]
where harmonic functions are

H1(r) = 1 +
r2
1

r2
H5(r) = 1 +

r2
5

r2
K (r) =

r2
m

r2

r2
1

`2
s

= (gsN1)
`2
s

V

r2
5

`2
s

= (gsN5)
r2
m

`2
s

= (g2
s Nm)

`8
s

R2V

This SUGRA solution has limits to its validity. For e.g. curvature, find e.g.
R(d = 5)→ −2/(r2

1 r
2
5 r

2
m)1/3 at small r ; or RµνRµν(d = 10)→ −24/(r2

1 r
2
5 ).

So if stringy α′ corrections to geometry are to be small, need large radius
parameters. Dilaton? E.g. d = 10 e2Φ → N1/N5.
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Bekenstein-Hawking entropy

Suppose we keep volumes V ,R fixed in string units. Therefore, need

gsN1 � 1 gsN5 � 1 g2
s Np � 1

Can also control closed-string loop corrections if gs � 1. These two
conditions are compatible if we have large numbers of branes and large
momentum number for gravitational wave W. Also note that Np needs to be
hierarchically larger than N1,N5.

Next properties of this spacetime to compute are thermodynamic quantities.
BPS black hole is extremal and it has TH = 0. For Bekenstein-Hawking entropy,

SBH =
A

4G5
=

1

4G5
2π2

{
r3 [H1(r)H5(r) (1 + K (r))]3/6

}
r=0

(1)

=
2π2

4
[
(π/4)gs

2`s
8/(VR)

] (r1r5rm)1/2 (2)

=
2πVR

gs
2`s

8

(
gsN1`s

6

V
gsN5`s

2 gs
2Nm`s

8

R2V

) 1
2

(3)

= 2π
√

N1N5Nm (4)
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Properties of SBH

This entropy

SBH = 2π
√

N1N5Nm

is macroscopically large. Notice that it is also independent of R and of V . More
generally, SBH for BPS guys is independent of all moduli. This is to be
contrasted with ADM mass

M =
Nm

R
+

N1R

gs`s
2 +

N5RV

gs`s
6

which depends on R,V explicitly.
For entropy of black hole just constructed out of D1 D5 and W, we had

SBH = 2π
√
N1N5Nm. More generally, for a more general black hole solution of

maximal supergravity arising from compactifying Type II on T 5, it is

SBH = 2π

√
∆

48

where quantity ∆ in surd is cubic invariant of the E6,6 duality group,

∆ = 2
4∑

i=1

λ3
i

and λi are eigenvalues of central charge matrix Z .
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Yes, extreme BH can have finite SBH

A few years ago a claim was made that all extremal black holes have zero
entropy. Arguments were in Euclidean spacetime signature, and made the point
that adding in surface terms at horizon was necessary to make sure Euler
number of horizon was not fractional.

This result is not trustworthy in the context of string theory.
1. There is actually no good physical reason why zero-temperature black

holes should have zero entropy. Standard statements of the Third Law make
unnecessary assumptions about the equation of state of physical matter.

2. Faulty nature of classical reasoning in string theory context was pointed
out in a G.Horowitz review article from mid-1990s. In Euclidean geometry, for
any periodicity in Euclidean time β at r =∞, presence of extremal horizon
results in a redshift which forces that periodicity to be substringy very close to
horizon. Since light strings wound around this tiny circle can condense, a
Hagedorn transition can occur. Classical approximation is not reliable there; in
particular, arguments based on classical topology are not believable.

3. This entropy would be hugely smaller than entropy of very-nearly-extremal
BH! Where would all the entropy go?
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Four charges in four dimensions

Extremal Reissner-Nordström black hole can be embedded in string theory using
D-branes. For the extremal Reissner-Nordström spacetime metric in isotropic
coordinates we find H±2(r)s appearing in metric:

ds2 = H−2(−dt2) + H2(dr2 + r2dΩ2) H = 1 + r0/r

This is to be contrasted with the H
1
2 ’s to be found in a generic p-brane metric:

ds2 = H−1/2(−dt2 + dx2
1...p) + H+1/2(dr2 + r2dΩ2)

From this we can guess (correctly) that, in order to embed extremal
Reissner-Nordström black hole in string theory, we will need 4 independent
brane constituents.

Restrictions must be obeyed, however, in order for that black hole to be
Reissner-Nordström.

To make more general d = 4 black holes with four independent charges, we
simply lift these restrictions and allow charges to be anything - so long as they
are large enough to permit a supergravity description.
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The D2-D6-W-NS5 duality frame

For making d = 4 black hole, one set of ingredients would be

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D2 − − − ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · ·
D6 − − − − − − − · · ·
NS5 − − − − − − ∼ · · ·
W − → ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · ·

By U-duality, we could consider instead 4 mutually orthogonal D3-branes, or
indeed many other more complicated arrangements.

In ten dimensions we can construct BPS solution by using the harmonic
function rule. So far we have not exhibited metric for NS5-branes but that can
be easily obtained using D5 metric and using fact that Einstein metric is
invariant under S-duality. We then have

dS2
10 = H

− 1
2

2 H
− 1

2
6

[
−dt2 + dx2

1 + K (dt + dx1)2
]

+ H5H
− 1

2
2 H

− 1
2

6 (dx2
2 )

+H
+ 1

2
2 H

− 1
2

6 H5(dx2
3···6) + H5H

+ 1
2

2 H
+ 1

2
6 (dr2 + r2dΩ2

2) (5)

and
eΦ = H

+ 1
2

5 H
+ 1

4
2 H

− 1
4 (3)

6
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SBH for the 4D 4-charge BH

Smearing and Newton’s constant formulæ give

r2 =
gsN2`s

5

2V
r6 =

gsN6`s
2

r5 =
N5`s

2

2Rb
rm =

gs
2Nm`s

8

2VR2
aRb

Kaluza-Klein reduction formulæ give first a d = 5 black string and then finally
the d = 4 black hole. Final Einstein metric in d = 4 is

ds2 = −dt2
[√

(1 + K (r))H2(r)H6(r)H5(r)
]−1

+(dr2 + r2dΩ2
2)
[√

(1 + K (r))H2(r)H6(r)H5(r)
]

Reissner-Nordström black hole is obtained by setting all four gravitational radii
to be identical: r2 = r6 = r5 = rm. Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is

SBH = 2π
√
N2N6N5Nm

More generally, in surd is quantity ♦/256, where ♦ is quartic invariant of E7,7

♦ =
4∑

i=1

|λi |2 − 2
4∑

i<j

|λi |2 |λj |2 + 4
(
λ1λ2λ3λ4 + λ1λ2λ3λ4

)
where λi are (complex) eigenvalues of Z . 14 / 29
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Cooking up
Strominger-Vafa

with strings/D-branes
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The D-brane picture

Our setup of branes for d = 5 BPS BH with 3 charges was

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D1 − − ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · · ·
D5 − − − − − − · · · ·
W − → ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · · ·

This system preserves 4 real supercharges, or N = 1 in d = 5. Each
constituent breaks half of SUSYs.

Necessary for SUSY to orient branes in a relatively supersymmetric way. If
not, e.g. if an orientation is reversed, D-brane system corresponds to a black
hole that is extremal (double horizon) but has no SUSY.

Beginning ingredients: D1 branes and D5 branes. What are degrees of
freedom carrying momentum quantum number?

D5 branes and smeared D1 branes have a symmetry group

SO(1, 1)×SO(4)‖×SO(4)⊥ .

This symmetry forbids (rigid) branes from carrying linear or angular momentum,
so we need something else.
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Open string dynamics

S1
T4

Obvious modes in the system to try are massless 1-1, 5-5 and 1-5 strings,
which come in both bosonic and fermionic varieties.
• Momentum Nm/R carried by bosonic and fermionic strings, 1/R each.
• Angular momentum is carried only by fermionic strings, 1

2~ each.
Both linear and angular momenta can be built up to macroscopic levels.

Next step: identify degeneracy of states of this system. Simplification made
by [Strominger-Vafa] is to choose the four-volume small by comparison to circle
radius,

V
1
4 � R

Makes theory on D-branes a d = 1 + 1 theory. This theory has (4, 4) SUSY in
d = 1 + 1 language.
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String partition function

d = 1 + 1 partition function of a number n of boson fields and an equal number
of fermion fields is

Z =

[ ∞∏
Nm=1

1 + wNm

1− wNm

]n
≡
∑

Ω(Nm)wNm

where Ω(Nm) is degeneracy of states at d = 1 + 1 energy E = Nm/R.
At large-degeneracies, which happen with big quantum numbers like we have

here, we can use Cardy formula

Ω(Nm)∼exp

√
π c E (2πR)

3
= exp

(
2π

√
c

6
ER

)
(Technical note: This formula assumes that lowest eigenvalue of energy
operator is zero, as it is in our system. Otherwise must use instead
ceff = c − 24∆0, where ∆0 is ground state energy.)

We know R, radius of circular dimension. Need c and E .
Central charge

c = nbose + 1
2nfermi

How many bosons (and fermions) do we have?
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Degeneracy of states

Boson and fermion count in system of D1, D5 and open strings?
Can be done rigorously; here is the basic physics:
• N1N5 1-5 strings that can move in 4 directions of torus, hence c = 6N1N5.
• Alternatively, we can use neat fact that D1-branes are instantons in D5-brane
theory. Have N1 instantons in U(N5) gauge theory, and N5 orientations to point
them in. Etc...

Now, how about energy E? System is supersymmetric, and since no Z ’s down
here in this d = 1 + 1 story, need PµPµ = 0. So E = |P|. In d = 1 + 1 things
can move only to R or L. Our sign conventions make us have R-moving
groundstate, and put all the action in L-movers. Momentum was P = ±Nm/R,
so E = Nm/R.

Cardy said

Ω(Nm)∼exp

√
π c E (2πR)

3
= exp

(
2π

√
c

6
ER

)
Therefore

Smicro = 2π
√
N1 N5 Nm

OMG: this agrees exactly with the black hole result!
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Adding rotation [BMPV]

In d = 5 there are two independent angular momentum parameters, because
rotation group transverse to D1’s and D5’s splits up as

SO(4)⊥ ' SU(2)⊗ SU(2)

Angular momentum is consistent with d = 5 superalgebra.
Metrics for general rotating black holes are algebraically rather messy, we will

not write them here. We will simply quote result for BPS entropy:

SBH = 2π
√
N1N5Nm − J2

BPS black holes have a nonextremal generalisation, in which the two angular
momenta are independent. However, in extremal limit something interesting
happens: two angular momenta are forced to be equal and opposite,
Jφ = −Jψ≡J. There is also a bound on angular momentum,

|Jmax| =
√
N1N5Nm

Beyond Jmax, closed timelike curves develop, and entropy walks off into complex
plane.
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Rotating entropy agreement

Another notable feature of this BPS black hole: those funny Chern-Simons
terms in the R-R sector of the SUGRA Lagrangian are turned on. So this black
hole is not a solution of d = 5 Einstein-Maxwell theory! Note that gauge
charges are unmodified by the funny Chern-Simons terms because they fall off
too quickly to contribute to surface integrals.

Reduced entropy can be understood rigorously in D-brane field theory.
But basic physics is simple: aligning 1

2~’s all in a row to build up macroscopic
angular momentum costs oscillator degeneracy. Energy is reduced as

Nm

R
−→ 1

R

[
Nm −

J2

N1N5

]
So entropy reduced to

Smicro = 2π
√
N1N5Nm − J2

Agrees with black hole calculation again.
Also, find Jφ = −Jψ from SUSY.
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d = 4 entropy counting

A canonical set of ingredients for building d = 4 system is what we had
previously in building black hole:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D2 − − − ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · ·
D6 − − − − − − − · · ·
NS5 − − − − − − ∼ · · ·
W − → ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ · · ·

First three ingredients are simply T-dual to our (D1, D5, W) system.
New feature: NS5-branes. New physics: D2-branes can end on NS5-branes. It

costs zero energy to break up a D2-brane like so:

D2

NS5
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d = 4 microscopic entropy and non-extremality

These extra massless degrees of freedom in system lead to an extra label on 2-6
strings, giving rise to an extra factor of NNS5 in degeneracy. Entropy counting
proceeds just as before, and yields

Smicro = 2π
√
N2N6NNS5Nm

which again agrees exactly with Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy. A
major difference between this and d = 5 case is that the single rotation rotation
parameter is incompatible with supersymmetry.

How about nonextremality? No SUSY nonrenormalization theorem here.
New ingredient: add extra energy (but no other charges) to system of

D-branes (and NS-branes) and open strings carrying linear and angular
momenta.

SUGRA: nonextremal branes cannot be in static equilibrium with each other –
they want to fall towards each other, and they do not satisfy simple harmonic
function superposition rule.

Least confusing way to construct nonextremal multi-charge solutions is to
start with appropriate higher-d neutral Schwarzschild or Kerr type solution, and
to use multiple boostings and duality transformations to generate required
charges. 22 / 29
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Nonextremal entropy and greybody factors

For nearly BPS systems, D-brane pictures for (D1,D5,W ) and
(D2,D6,NS5,W ) stay in d = 1 + 1.

Physics: new energy adds a small number of R-movers as well as L-movers.
(Breaks BPS condition.)

Think of R-movers and L-movers as dilute gases, interacting only very
infrequently. Energy and momentum are additive, and so is entropy.

Amazingly, entropy agrees with near-extremal black brane entropy. Why? -
no theorem protecting degeneracy of non-BPS states. What is going on
physically is that conformal symmetry possessed by the d = 1 + 1 theory is
sufficiently restrictive, even when it is broken by finite temperature, for black
hole entropy to be reproduced by field theory.

Multi-parameter agreement. ↑↓

Also greybody factors can be
computed. Mindbogglingly,
D-brane story gives same an-
swer!
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A 21st Century Look at the
Black Hole Information Problem
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String theory, D-branes, and SBH

S.Hawking 1974: quanta emitted by BH do not carry info about anything
behind the horizon, other than what can be measured at infinity: M, Ja,Qi .

S.Mathur proved a 2009 theorem 0909.1038 (more on that soon) that
subleading quantum gravity corrections cannot resolve the BH information
paradox. Only order one corrections to semiclassical BH expectations around
the horizon can rescue unitarity. So we need lots of hair. But is there any?

No-hair folk theorems for higher-D built on D ≤ 4 intuition turned out to be
quite wrong. In D ≥ 5, there is a much wider variety of solutions available as
ingredients for building BH. See e.g. I.Bena-N.Warner review 1311.4538.

D-branes arise as loci where open strings end; this is enough to determine
their kinematics and dynamics. Nonperturbative: tension τp ∝ 1/gs .

Key fact about a stack of N D-branes: for large-N, distance scales you might
think are natively `s or `P can get parametrically enhanced to be as large as a
BH horizon. Why? Open (closed) string corrections scale as gsN (g2

s N).
A.Strominger-C.Vafa rocked the world in 1996 by computing SBH for special

D=5 BPS black holes from string statistical mechanics. This was the first
computation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy from first principles.

Similar methods correctly account for entropy even for rotating and near-BPS
BHs in 5D, 4D. But a microscopic model of 4D Kerr BH remains elusive. 24 / 29
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Emission rates and the fuzzball programme

Morally, we need to know the wavefunction behind the horizon as well as in
front of it to be able to solve the BHIP as well as compute entropy.

String theorists got further than computing SBH. Microscopic calculations of
open/closed string scattering yielded gorgeous agreement w Hawking emission
from classes of near-BPS BHs, including multi-parameter greybody factors.
From ST POV, ‘4D’ BHs are hiding higher-D physics near the singularity.

Motivated partly by new solutions, and by string CFT emission rate successes,
S.Mathur conjectured in 2001 that conventional BH geometry emerges as a
coarse-graining over microstates: non-singular, horizonless, non spheroidally
symmetric geometries with same asymptotics as BH but differ inside region of
order horizon size. Exponentially large density of states. Top-down POV.

For limited classes of less-complicated fuzzballs, it is possible to check
Mathur’s conjecture with some rigour. Nice fuzzball FAQ by Mathur:
physics.ohio-state.edu/∼mathur/faq2.pdf.

Mathur’s 2009 theorem on BHIP used only two assumptions: (1) Hawking
pairs created fresh from vacuum independently of other pairs; (2) quantum
gravity obeys strong subadditivity, like any other reasonable quantum theory.

S.Mathur also clarified in 0909.1038, 1108.0302 that just having AdS/CFT
duality does not resolve the BHIP in principle. 25 / 29
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D1-D5 CFT

Prototype microscopic model: N1 D1-branes wrapped on S1 + N5 D5-branes
wrapped on S1 ×M4. This system has a moduli space. At one point it is best
described in terms of BH geometry; at another, by a D = 1 + 1 SCFT.

In the low-energy limit with R(S1)� 4
√
Vol(M4), the SCFT is a symmetric

product orbifold (M4)N/SN . Related physics: strings wrapped around S1

fractionate: lowest mode has energy 1/(N1N5R) rather than naive 1/R.
Easy to calculate in microscopic SCFT at orbifold point where it is free. And

for BPS states, SUSY non-renormalization theorem ensures entropy agrees.
But to connect honestly with macroscopic BH physics and solve information

paradox, need to deform SCFT away from orbifold point towards black hole.
Top-down framing. This is one focus of our research.

Recent projects: computing anomalous dimensions of low-lying string states
in conformal perturbation theory [BPZ] and analyzing aspects of squeezed
states generated by twist deformations [BMPZ]. + [BJPZ in progress]

How exactly will we see emergence of effective BH geometry? e.g.:-
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What is the dual of two entangled CFTs?

Samir D. Mathur∗

Department of Physics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA

It has been conjectured that the dual of the eternal black hole in AdS is two entangled but
disconnected CFTs. We show that the entanglement created by the process of Hawking radiation
creates several challenges for this conjecture. The nature of fuzzball states suggests a different
picture, where the dual to two entangled CFTs is two entangled but disconnected spacetimes. We
argue for a process of ‘quick tunneling’ where the Einstein-Rosen bridge of the eternal hole tunnels
rapidly into fuzzball states, preventing the existence of the eternal hole as a semiclassical spacetime.
The regions behind the horizon then emerge only in the approximation of fuzzball complementarity,
where one considers the impact of probes with energy E ≫ T .

I. INTRODUCTION

Hawking’s discovery of black hole evaporation led to a
deep puzzle [1]. Particle pairs are created by the gravita-
tional field around the horizon. One member of the pair,
b, escapes to infinity as radiation, while the other mem-
ber c falls into the hole to reduce its mass. These two
particles are in an entangled state, so the entanglement of
the radiation with the remaining hole keeps rising. This
leads to a puzzle near the endpoint of evaporation: how
can the small residual hole have the huge degeneracy re-
quired to carry this entanglement?

Many aspects of string theory suggest that the evapo-
ration of the hole should be no different from the burn-
ing away of a piece of paper; thus we should not have
such a monotonically growing entanglement. In [2] it
was shown, using strong subadditivity, that small correc-
tions to the physics around the horizon cannot resolve
the problem; one needs corrections of order unity.1 Then
we have, a priori, two possibilities:

(P1) The black hole has a traditional horizon, where
the spacetime around the horizon is in the local vacuum
state. Then entangled pairs will be produced at the hori-
zon, but one can conjecture that some new (nonlocal)
effect solves the problem of growing entanglement. In
discussing this possibility, we will focus on the recent pro-
posal of Maldacena and Susskind [6] where it is conjec-
tured that entangled particles are connected by a ‘worm-
hole’, regardless of how far apart they are.

(P2) The black hole does not have a traditional hori-
zon, so the radiation is not emitted through the Hawking
process of pair creation. In this case we are not forced
into Hawking’s problem of rising entanglement. But the
nontrivial task is to find the alteration of the state at
the horizon, since the ‘no-hair’ theorems suggest that the
hole always settles down to its unique metric which has
the vacuum state around the horizon. In string theory
we find the fuzzball construction [7], which evades the

∗ mathur.16@osu.edu
1 See [3–5] for furthur comments in this direction.

no-hair theorems [8] and gives the required modification
of the hole.
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FIG. 1. The conjecture of [10] says that two entangled CFTs
(a) gives the connected spacetime (b). The nature of fuzzballs
suggests that two entangled CFTs (c) give two entangled but
disconnected spacetimes (d).

A significant role in this debate has been played by
consideration of the eternal hole in AdS space. We are
interested in the notion of AdS/CFT duality in the con-
text of this eternal hole. The eternal hole in AdS has
two asymptotically AdS boundaries, so the usual notion
of AdS/CFT duality [9] suggests that the eternal hole
spacetime is dual to two CFTs. The two AdS boundaries
are not connected, so we have two disconnected CFTs.
Corresponding to the possibilities (P1), (P2) above, we
have the following two possibilities:

(P1’) In [10], it was conjectured that when these dis-
connected CFTs are placed in a particular entangled
state, the CFT dual is the eternal hole. Thus when dis-
connected CFTs are placed in a state that is entangled,
the dual spacetime can be connected (fig.1(a, b)).

(P2’) In the fuzzball proposal, each state of a CFT is
dual to a spacetime that ends before reaching the horizon.
This suggests that the dual to the entangled CFTs is just
a pair of disconnected spacetimes, with wavefunctionals
in the corresponding entangled state (fig.1(c),(d)). The
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SUGRA cooking String/D-brane cooking 21st C: BH micro

Firewalls

Hawking pairs straddling horizon are max entangled: their SEnt is ln 2.
Page’s theorem on quantum subsystem entropy: SEnt between BH and Hrad

grows as BH radiates, but must go back to zero again by time BH evaporates
away. So new Hrad just outside BH should be max entangled with old Hrad.

But monogamy of entanglement rules out max entanglement with two others.
Old BH complementarity of L.Susskind et al finessed this by arguing that BH
blueshift prevents experimenters from seeing violation of no-xerox theorem.

AMPS 1207.3123 pointed out new flaws in old BH complementarity, ignited
firewall debate about validity of GR as an effective field theory around BHs.
Consider 4 postulates: (1) unitary S-matrix. (2) EFT works outside BH horizon.
(3) BH appears to distant observer as quantum system with discrete energy
levels. (4) Nothing bad happens at the horizon. The main result of AMPS: one
of (1,2,4) has to be false. They believe in (2) so yelled “Fire!”. Technical
argument was about excitation of field modes, for infaller vs Hrad.

T.Banks had previously warned that energy may not be the only variable
deciding effectiveness of GR as an EFT. Must also look at entropy.

S.Hawking hated firewalls so much he wrote a paper basically saying that he
would rather giving up on event horizons entirely! [CBC article]

Recent substantial review article on BHIP ⊃ FW by D.Harlow: 1409.1231. 27 / 29

http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.3123
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/stephen-hawking-s-black-holes-blunder-stirs-debate-1.2514299
http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.1231


SUGRA cooking String/D-brane cooking 21st C: BH micro

Avoiding firewalls

Lots of papers have been written about how firewalls might be avoided.
(They all differ drastically from the LQG community focus on remnants.)

D.Harlow-P.Hayden 1301.4504: quantum information theory constraints on
getting info out of a BH prevent firewalls. It takes the Page time (when SBH

drops to 1
2 its initial value) to be able to do experiments detecting a firewall.

Aspects of this were explained more intuitively by L.Susskind, 1301.4505.
S.Giddings 1211.7070: a small ‘nonviolent’ nonlocality hidden to large scale

observers may save you from firewalls. Challenge: it is generally very difficult to
introduce only a ‘small’ amount of nonlocality theoretically.

S.Mathur-D.Turton in 1306.5488 clarified a number of issues surrounding
black hole complementarity, and explained the advantages the fuzzball approach
provides in evading firewalls. The essential technical point is that a fuzzball has
collective modes, and infalling quanta with E � kBT interact with these
differently than Hawking radiation does.

K.Papadodimas-S.Raju conjectured in 1310.6335 that the mapping of CFT
operators to local bulk operators in AdS/CFT depends on the state of the CFT.
Mirror operators needed for 1-sided BH, to describe behind-horizon physics in a
holographic setup and avoid firewalls. So far only describes small fluctuations
about a given reference state. Status: murky at best. 28 / 29

http://arxiv.org/abs/1301.4504
http://arxiv.org/abs/1301.4505
http://arxiv.org/abs/1211.7070
http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.5488
http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.6335


SUGRA cooking String/D-brane cooking 21st C: BH micro

‘ER=EPR’

J.Maldacena-L.Susskind 1306.0533 proposed an intriguing new take on
wormholes to address firewalls that has become known as ’ER=EPR’. It is built
on Maldacena’s proposal hep-th/0106112 that the AdS eternal BH can be
constructed via CFTL × CFTR with thermal entanglement between L and R,
built on Israel’s |TFD〉 = 1√

Z

∑
i e
−βE/2|ψ〉L × |ψ〉R .

They propose entanglements are encoded by having ER bridges, but note that
these wormholes are far from classical. For good explanations of the proposal,
see series of papers by Susskind, e.g. 1311.3335, 1411.0690.

L.Susskind advocated in 1311.7379, 1402.5674 for connection with
computational complexity: length of ER bridge ∝ 1/entanglement.

‘Precursor’ in boundary CFT: nonlocal object set up in boundary theory to
create desired thing in the bulk in the causal future. These have played an
important role in questions about avoiding firewalls. Precursors that cause
firewalls are ‘hard’, and have exponentially large computational complexity.

V.Balasubramanian-M.Berkooz-S.Ross-J.Simon provided some interesting
caveats in 1404.6198, arguing that spectral information is also needed to
diagnose spacetime connectedness in the AdS/CFT context.

Perhaps, as Mathur has suggested, the non-classical Einstein-Rosen bridges of
ER=EPR rapidly tunnel into fuzzball states? 29 / 29

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.0533
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106112
http://arxiv.org/abs/1311.3335
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.0690
http://arxiv.org/abs/1311.7379
http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.5674
http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.6198
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